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HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF LAO THEUNG 
The word Lao Theang refers to a mountainous tribe, 
who is the native population of the North and South of 
Laos. In the North these are: Khmu, Lamet, Khuen, 
Kha hok, and Sam tao. In the South these are: Souay, 
Gna-heun, Lakhouan (Churu), Khge, Lave, Ta-oi , Kase. 
In short, these minority groups are called Lao Theung 
because they live on top of the mountains. Each 
minority group has a language that is different from 
others, but is of the same accent. They have the same 
traditions and customs. They are farmers who earn 
their livings by doing crop-farming and rearing animals. 
From judgment and by guessing from reasonable 
evidences of the past and of the present time, together 
with the consideration of the word Lao Theung, it is 
believed that these minority groups originated from the 
''Khom. " 
In ancient times all races had no nationality to which 
to refer to. It might be that they were called by the 
lineage from which they descended from. It is reasonable 
to believe the fact that the Khom became the Khmer 
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and the Khmu also originated from the Khom. By 
considering the word Khom, Khmer, Khma, and 
Kho Gnone Lo were of the same race. 
Educators and historians who are self-confident 
would say in unison that Khom, Khmer, Khmu, and 
Kho Gnone Lo ^^ ^ are from the same ancestry. 
By guessing from past evidences together with the 
consideration of the fact of the present time, it can be 
seen that Khmu is the race that descended from the Khom. 
There are reasonable facts to believe as follows. 
The Khom descended from the Indians who came and 
settled down in the southern part of Indochina many 
thousand years before any other races. The Khom had 
established two large kingdoms: (1) The Thavaravady 
Kingdom or the Sivilay Kingdom. This Kingdom was 
situated on the west of the Mekong River, i. e. from 
Malaya to Nakhornpathom to the border of Burma and 
(1) Kho Gnone Lo is the Lamet language that referred to their nation. 
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Yunnan; (2) the Khotapara or Khottabout Kingdom, This 
Kingdom was situated on the east side of the Mekong 
River which stretched the land of Laos down to Cambodia, 
Khotapura is the Sanskrit language which means the 
city in the east. The word Khotapura was later called 
Khottaboun and in Lao language it was called Sikhottabong. 
The old records of That Phanom (Phanom Stupa) said that 
Sitretched down from the mouth of the Sebangfai River 
was the capital of Khottaboun Kingdom called Khottaboun 
city. Then the capital was moved from Khottaboun to 
Dong Mai Huak (jungle) on the west of That Phanom 
which was called Muong Marukhanakorn. 
Then, 225 years before the Christian Era, Phagna 
Sumittathamma, King of the Khom, moved from 
Marukhanakorn to settle down in Si sake t city which is 
Roi Et city in Thailand today. After that it was moved 
from Roi Et to Nakorn Thom, Cambodia and another 
group came up to build the Vientiane city. 
From assumption it can be seen that the Khom were 
the first to take the southern part of Indochina as their 
place of residence because there are many reasonable 
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evidences to believe as follows: 
(1) Antiques existed in this land such as stone 
houses, stone temples, and stone walls were the works 
of the Khom. 
(2) Letters and language inscribed on stones were 
the Khom alphabets, which were the same as the original 
Indian language. 
(3) The language of the original race such as Souay, 
Gna-heun, Khmu, Mon, and Khmer had the same accent. 
For example, the language they used in training elephants 
were the same, 
CAUSE OR REASONS THAT LED THE KHOM TO MIGRATE 
TO SOUVANNAPHOUM OR INDOCHINA 
The word Souvannaphoum refers to the land of Laos 
which, at present time, includes Vietnam, Thailand, 
Burma, Khmer Republic, and Malaya. More than 
2, 500 years ago, this part of the land was called 
Souvannaphoum or the Golden Peninsula because this 
area was full of gold. So the Lao people who came and 
settled down in this area called it the Xieng Thong City. 
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The land of Soavannaphoam was a large peninsula, 
isitaated between the Indian Ocean and the China Sea. 
It is, now, called Indochina. Soavannaphoam or Indochina 
was, first and foremost, settled down by the Khom race. 
What caused the Khom to migrate to Souvannaphoum was 
inscribed by King Asokarat as follows: When King 
Asokarat came to the throne of Patirabout (India) for one 
year, he led his troops down to attack the city of Kalingkharat. 
Many hundred thousand people from Kalingkharat were 
killed and many were taken as prisoners of war. Because 
of this war the Indians were frightened and many of them 
migrated to Indochina. So the Indians of that time 
became the Khom. From Khom they became Khmer or 
Khmu. Then from Khmu they became Lao Theung, who 
is the population of the present day Laos. Then about the 
year 00 57, the Brahmin religion, which was an old Indian 
religion, was introduced into Indochina by a Brahman 
named Kothanya. Then the Brahman religion was spread 
far and wide and became very popular until the time of 
King Sayavananh III. The King of the Khom constructed 
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a stone temple at Nakornthom by imitating the Brahman 
religion. Then in the year 0857 to 1057, another King 
of the Khom constructed a stone temple at Nakornwat by 
imitating the Brahman religion also. 
During the 200 year period, that is from 0857 to 
1057, the Khom were the most powerful and prosperous 
tribe in Indochina. The Khom extended their border to 
the State of Xieng Sene next to the Yunnan border of 
China today. At that time there was a Khom King named 
Khouncheuangfa Thammarath or Khoun Houng. He was 
King at the city of Ngeun Gnang, i. e. , Muong Xieng Sene 
today. Khouncheuang waged war with the Vietnamese 
and acquired Muong Pakanh (i. e. , Xieng Khouang today). 
When Khouncheuang took Muong Pakanh from the 
Vietnamese, he celebrated his victory in Muong Pakanh 
for seven months. In celebrating the victory, Khouncheuang 
treated his troops with lots of jar alcohol. The jars in 
Xieng Khouang today is believed to be the alcohol jars of 
Khouncheuang. After the celebration of the victory, 
Khouncheuang led his troops back to Muong Xieng Sene 
and assigned Muong Pakanh to the care of Khounkhouang. 
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Then there was a group of Vietnamese Commander-in-Chiefs 
who, under the leadership of Houn-gnang, led the troops 
to fight back Maong Pakanh, When Khooncheuang learned 
about this he led his troops down to suppress Houn-gnang. 
Houn-gnang was defeated and fled to Chao Fa Houan for 
help at Nakorn Toumvang (Toumvang was a protectorate 
of Nong Se). Khouncheuang and his troops followed him 
to Nakorn Toumvang. Chao Fa Houan, who could not 
resist any further, sent an envoy to Khounlo at Nakorn 
Kolong to send down some forces to help. When Khounlo 
learned about this, he came down with his troops to fight 
with the army of Khouncheuang at Nakorn Toumvang. 
Khounlo had an elephant fight with Khouncheuang and 
killed Khouncheuang on his elephant and the Khom army 
was shattered and fled down towards the south and 
Khounlo chased them down to Muong Sua (Luang Prabang). 
At that time it was Lao who settled at Nong Se. Then the 
Chinese invaded Nong Se causing the Lao to evacuate from 
Nong Se to the Land of Souvannaphoum. Then the Lao 
rebelled against the Khom. The Khom was defeated and 
fled towards the south and became the Cambodians of today. 
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Some groups of Khom who were unable to flee with the 
others had to go into hiding in the deep forest or in the 
mountains, whom we call Khmu today. 
So, from assumption or judgment, it can be concluded 
that Khom was the origin of the word Khmu, With 
reasonable consideration of the past and present events, 
it can be seen that the word Lao Theung came from the 
word Khmu and the word Khmu was, in turn, changed 
from Khom, who became Khmer (Cambodian) of the 
present time. This holds more reason and weight and 
is more believable than other conclusions. 
Written according to the Khmu story, which had been 
told from generation to generation, they believed that 
among all the people in this world, the Khmu was the 
first to be born, and the birth was from a gourd. The 
story runs as follows: 
In ancient times when the world was many million 
years old, a very fantastic thing happened on this world, 
i. e. , the wiping out of the world. Every living thing on 
this world had to die. The cause of this wiping out of 
the world was that the world was flooded. Before the 
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flood there were brother and sister, who went digging 
for a marmot. The marmot came out from the hole to 
tell the brother and sister to find ways to prevent death 
because the world would be flooded. The method of 
preventing, the marmot told the brother and sister, was 
to make a large drum and sealed both sides properly 
with wax and in that drum they must put rice, water, 
and beddings because water will drown people. Then the 
world was flooded as the marmot said, and the brother 
and sister went into the drum to avoid the flood. As the 
water rose the drum also rose and floated to the surface 
of the water. When they wanted to know whether it was 
still flooded or dried, the brother and sister used 
porcupine's hair to pierce through the wax. When water 
flowed in, it meant that the water was not yet dried. 
After the water got dried the brother and sister came 
out of the drum and went around looking for people to 
live with. But they found nobody because they had all 
died. On this world there were only one bird and the 
brother and sister. That bird lived in a bird mountain, 
called Chomkre, the highest mountain; that was why the 
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water could not reach it. Then that bird told the brother 
and sister to get married because there was no other 
human beings on this world. But the brother and sister 
did not agree because they still believed that there were 
still some people left. And they continued to look for 
people, but found nobody. Wherever they went that bird 
would follow them and told them to get married. That 
bird told them in a Lao Theung language that: "Tok Kok 
Kok Pre Po Mok Seun Lo Kok T e , " which means the 
brother and sister had to get married. Finally the brother 
and sister had to marry one another as the bird had said. 
After they got married and lived together as husband and 
wife, the wife got pregnant. But the baby was conceived 
for three years before it was born. It was born not as a 
human being, but as a gourd. When their child was born 
as a gourd, the couple did not know what to do. It would 
be a pity to throw it away, so they kept it in a corner of 
their garden, and 
it seemed that everyday they kept on 
hearing human voices in the gourd. Then the husband 
used a burning hot iron rod to bore a big hole in the 
gourd, and there were people coming out of the hole. 
It was the Lao Theung who came out first. Because 
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L.ao Theung had dark skiri, they believed that they were 
black from birth because of being exposed to the soot of 
the charcoal while passing through from the gourd. 
In ancient times, the Khmu lived in Muong Phong, 
Muong Mang (Southern China). At the time, the Khmu 
was the most powerful tribe with a leader named Phagna 
Luangkham. Under the reign of Phagna Luangkham the 
country was greatly progressed. Then Phagna Luangkham 
was unfaithful to his country by cheating to his people, 
taking their money illegally, took their properties into 
possession. When things turned out that way, the people 
captured Phagna Luangkham and executed him and divided 
his meat among themselves; each would get a small 
piece. They also had another name for themselves such 
as Kha (to kill). Because of the killing of Phagna the 
word Kha became the common language referring to 
oneself, for example, '*Who are you? I am Kha. 
Therefore the word Khmu was changed to Kha. 
When Phagna Luangkham died his wife was pregnant. 
One day the widow of Phagna Luangkham went to the field 
and found a bird nest in which there were seven bird eggs. 
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The widow pat seven white stones in the nest and took 
away the eggs. When the bird came back from foraging 
she continued hatching her eggs. When it was time for 
the eggs to hatch bat did not, the bird pecked the eggs 
and found oat that they were not eggs. The bird grumbled 
and cursed the person who changed the eggs with stones. 
Evil deeds were repaid by evil. The widow was 
conceived for seven years and gave birth to seven 
babies, born at the same time, and all of them were 
blind because of the curse and the grudge that the bird 
hold against her. 
When people saw what happened they thought that 
it was a bad sign, that it would be dangerous to the 
country; so they ordered the widow to throw her children 
into the river. Because of love and pity, the widow 
beseeched them that her children be put in a raft. By 
putting the seven boys on a raft and allowing them to 
flow down the stream, it was believed to be the getting-
rid of bad luck and it is still a custom today. 
In the seven boys' raft, they put one cock to tell 
them when it was dawn and one quail to tell them when 
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it was almost dark. The raft was carried down by the 
water current and stopped at the raoath of Nam Ou. 
While stopping along the bank, a civet-cat came in 
order to snatch away the cock to eat. When it came 
into the raft the civet-cat found out that the men in the 
raft were harmless, so it was not afraid of them. 
When eating the eldest brother usually rolled the sticky 
rice into a ball and passed it to his brothers, one at a 
time. But his six younger brothers did not receive any 
because the civet-cat took the rice away from him and 
ate it. When the eldest brother knew that his brothers 
did not get the rice he suspected that there must be 
something that took the rice away from him. So when 
he handed the rice to his brothers he touched the hand 
that took the rice from him. When he found out that it 
was not a human hand, he hold it and called to his 
brothers to help him beat the civet-cat to death. Then 
they shared in eating the civet-cat. The youngest 
brother got the head of the civet-cat. While eating 
the eyes of the civet-cat were cracked open and its 
tears were splashed to the eyes of the youngest brother 
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and he was cured from his blindness. He was very-
happy that he smeared his brother s'eyes with the tears 
of the civet-cat and all of them could see with their own 
eyes now. When the tears of the civet-cat or the magic 
water were all used up, they realized that one side of 
the eyes of the youngest brother was still blind because 
he was very happy that he forgot to smear it with the 
magic water. 
Now as they could see everything, they went to live 
in a forest somewhere in the area of Pak Nam Ou. 
Many years later the seven brothers could do some 
farming and earn their own food. In farming they had 
trouble with some animals that came to destroy their 
rice plantation, so they had to set up traps. But they 
did not succeed in catching anything. Then a spirit from 
heaven came to tell them how to destroy the animals. 
So they know how to destroy the animals that came to 
destroy their rice plantation. One day the youngest 
brother, named Thao Loun, was absent and the six 
brothers planned to get rid of the spirit from heaven. 
In their effort to kill the spirit from heaven, all six 
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brothers died, leaving only the youngest one. After 
their death these six brothers were born again as 
animals such as green woodpeckers (bird), deers, or 
roe-deer s. Thao Loon went to live with a Lao in Lruang 
Prabang and constructed a votive palace called Loun 
Palace which means palace constructed by Thao Loun. 
It was told by elders that Loun Palace was near Wat 
Visoun in Luang Prabang. 
By guessing from reasonable evidences in the past, 
we know that Khmu was the first race to settle in 
Indochina. When they lost their land to the Lao they 
migrated to the south of Indochina and became the Khmer 
of the present time. Those who could not flee with the 
others were scattered into the forests and mountains. 
So there were many groups and many classes of Khmu 
each of which had a different language; for example, 
those who lived in the south and in the north of Laos. 
Even if they were living in the same province, they had 
different languages such as Khmu and Lamet. But there 
was not much difference in customs. All this is because 
of being dispersed for a long long time. 
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Because of frequent fleeing and hiding, the Khmu 
liked to move from one place to another. Another 
reason that they liked to move was because of their 
occupation which was farming. When they settled down 
in a place they had to depend on the condition of the land 
in that area as their plantation. When they lived in a 
place for quite sometime they would use up all the 
natural resources and had to move to another place. 
In their movement it can be observed that they always 
moved from the north towards the south. From this 
assumption we know that the Khmu is the race that 
originated from the south of China. 
According to the Khmu history that had been told 
from generation to generation, another group of Khmu 
settled in Ban Bo He (South of China). While living in 
Ban Bo He they discovered many iron ores such as 
lead mine, iron mine, silver mine, and copper mine. 
The lead mine was within the village of Bo He. The 
person who was the first to discover the lead mine was 
'*Kone Ta Nem. " Konei means child; Ta Nem means no 
father and mother. So Kon Ta Nem means an orphan. 
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What led the orphan to discover the lead mine was 
told as follows: One day the orphan went hunting and hit 
a white squirrel. The squirrel ran into a cave and the 
orphan followed it inside. Th£; squirrel beseeched the 
orphan to spare its life and it would repay him something 
in return. The squirrel told him that if he wanted to 
have some money he should take the water that was 
flowing in the cave and stored it at home; then it would 
turn into money. So the orphan took some water in a 
wooden cylinder that he used in holding the arrows. On 
his way out the door to the cave was blocked by a dragon. 
Suddenly there was a thunderbolt and that dragon dis-
appeared under the ground leaving a hole, the size of 
its body, in the ground behind him; and there was a 
wind blowing from that hole. The Khmu believed that 
wind was coming out through the dragon hole because 
the hole was very deep a^nd that it reached down to the 
world of dragons. (They believed that there was another 
world below this earth and that was the world of dragons). 
When the people learned that there was a lead mine 
they started flowing in and settled down around that mine. 
Q • Q 
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There were 32 villages all together, and all of them 
helped in digging for the lead. After they obtained raw 
materials they helped each other in molding it into pare 
lead and divided it among themselves. Long time 
afterwards they sent the pare lead to pay homage to the 
king at Loang Prabang. In paying for income tax the 
Khma had no money so they ased lead instead of money. 
When the Lao government learned that lead was dag ap 
by the Khma they issaed an order limiting the amoant 
of lead to be dag oat. 
The iron ore discovered by the Khma was in the 
area of Maong Ngoi, Laang Prabang province. 
The silver mine was discovered by the Khma in 
Ban Nathong, Maong Sai, Laang Prabang province. 
When they foand the silver mine they dag ap the raw 
materials and molded it into pare silver and ased them 
in exchange for other things with each other. In spending 
this kind of silver they cat it into small pieces. The 
silver mine was attacked and took into possession by 
the Yannanese for seven years when Laos was ander the 
French Colonizati on. The French led the Vietnarnese 
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troops to fight against the Yannanese for three years 
but coald not defeat thera. So the French hired the 
Khahock to fight with the Yannanese until they were 
defeated. 
Another group of Lao Theung settled along the Nam 
Ou in Phongsaly province. In Khmu language these 
people were called " T a Nem Ou" which means 
relatives of Ban Nam Ou. 
According to the Khmu story that was handed down 
from generation to generation, at that time there was a 
lady whose hair had a very sweet scent. One day while 
combing her hair one strand of her hair fell off. She 
did not know where to throw it because she was afraid 
that someone might pick it up. So she tied it to the bark 
of a tree and thr own it into Nam Ou river. The bark 
with the hair was carried down along Nam Ou river by 
the water current. One day the leader of the Khmu, 
who was living at the mouth of Nam Ou, went down to 
the river for a bath and found the bark. He took the 
bark and saw that there was a strand of hair tied around 
it and that the hair had a sweet fragrance. This made 
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the man very curious about the owner of that hair. So 
he sent a group of people which consisted of minstrels 
and experienced jugglers to go up the stream of Nam Ou 
and find out in every village that they were passing if 
there was a lady with a fragrant hair (Nang Phom Hom). 
Finally they found her at Ban Long Nam Ou. When they 
knew that Nang Phom Hom was in that village they made 
friends with the Khmu leader of that village. They 
celebrated their friendship for seven days and seven 
nights. During the celebration they hold a feast in which 
the minstrels sang and the jugglers were showed every 
night. The show was carried on to the sixth night when 
the onlookers were sleepy, so the guests who made a 
fake friendship abducted Nang Phom Hom down the 
stream of Nam Ou. When the people of Ban Long Nam 
Ou realized that those who came to seek their friendship 
had abducted Nang Phom Hom they sent a group of 
courageous soldiers after them to get her back. The 
abductors came to the mouth of Nam Ou; from there 
they went up-stream of the Mekong river and told the 
people at Pak Nam Ou village that if somebody came 
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and asked for Nang Phom Horn tell them that they went 
towards the south along the Mekong river. When the 
soldiers who came to look for Nang Phom Horn arrived 
at Pak Nam Ou village the villagers told them that she 
was taken towards the south along the Mekong river. 
So they went looking for her towards the south along 
the Mekong river. For this reason the Lao Theung 
in the North of Laos believed that the Lao Theung in 
the South were descendents of Lao Theung from the 
North who were those soldiers looking for Nang Phom 
Horn. They became the Lao Theung in the South because 
when they could not find her they dared not go back 
because they were afraid that their leader would punish 
them and executed them; so they stayed in the South and 
became the Lao Theung in the South of Laos until today. 
The abductors of Nang Phom Hom took her upstream 
and then along Nam Fa river. (Nam Fa was a tributary 
of the Mekong river on the north of Nam Ngao). From 
Nam Fa they went to Nam Hong and r ested at the source 
of Nam Hong, now called Muong Hong (on the map it is 
marked QC 3495). While staying at Muong Hong, they 
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discovered that Phookha was a flat land that had many 
places that promised good farming. (At that time it 
was not inhabited and was not named as Phookha). Bat 
in Phookha there were three ferocious animals: an 
elephant that ate people, Ngam Ngso Tiger (the tiger 
that was powerful and holy), poisonous cobra or in Lao 
Theung language (Khmu) "Tong Hieng'* which means 
the snake that eats people. These three ferocious 
animals lived in Phookha area - the poisonous cobra 
in the north of the city gate, the elephant in the center, 
the tiger in the south of the city gate. Anybody who 
passed through this area was killed by one of these 
animals as food. 
When Nang Phom Horn learned about these animals 
she announced that she would marry anyone who could 
kill them. There were three volunteers for the venture, 
with the hope of gaining her hand. These men were: 
1) Sene Kreun Kre un, 2) Meun Krao Krao, and 3) Sene 
Phab. They collaborated in their effort to kill the 
animals. First , they helped each other in killing the 
tiger by digging a very deep hole and then lured the 
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tiger towards that way until it fell down into the hole and 
they left it there to die. Then they helped each other in 
destroying the elephant by piercing it with spears and 
setting up traps, bat they failed to kill it. They finally 
could kill that elephant by luring it into a stone interstice 
which is now called Hin Kha Xang or Hin Xang Kha(stone 
stuck by an elephant, or an elephant that got stuck 
between stones). Hin Xang Kha existed in the east of 
Phookha. Then they collaborated in killing the cobra. 
After the three ferocious animals were killed, the 
three men returned to Muong Hong. Seeing them Nang 
Phom Hom did not know what to do because she could 
not have three husbands at the same time. So Nang 
Phom Hom suggested that they enter into a competition 
and she would marry the smartest one among them. 
Sene Kreun Kre 
un was a goitrous man and he requested 
that if Nang Phom Hom would cover his neck with gold 
he would quit marrying her. Meun Krao Krao was a 
courageous and very strong man, and he asked for three 
elephants instead of her hand. Sene Phab changed his 
name to Sam Hmun Sin (1 Hmun = 1 2 Kg, therefore. 
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Sam Hmun Sin = 36 Kg of meat) because Nang Phom 
Horn gave him 36 Kg of meat to eat on the condition that 
she would marry him if he could eat all of the meat; 
and he did. So he changed his name from Sene Phab to 
Sam Hmun Sin for the reason that he ate 36 Kg of meat. 
So Nang Phom Hom married him and changed her name 
to Nang On A m (Am means flabbergast; she was 
astounded by the fact that Phagna Sam Hmun Sin could 
eat 36 Kg of meat. ) 
Then Phagna Sam Hmun and Nang Phom Hom led 
the inhabitants from Muong Hong to build Phookha. 
The word Phookha was originated from Phagna Sam 
Hmun and Nang On A m . Phoo means paternal 
grandfather. Kha referred to the Khmu who, at that 
time, was still called Kha because of their killing of 
their leader in Muong Hong. Phookha came from the 
word Pu pene Kha Gna Pene Tai (grandfather is Kha, 
grandmother is Tai). Grandfather was Phagna Sam 
Hmun, grandmother was Nang On Am. 
Briefly, the word Phookha was changed from Pu 
Kha which means grandfather was kha, grandmother 
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was Tai. (Tai referred to people from other villages 
such as Tai La). 
From assumption or reasonable evidences and the 
events of the past, we can see that Muong Phookha was 
already inhabited for many thousand years ago: 
- We know from antiques found in this area such 
as stone tools, existed today in Phoolan Cave in 
Phookha area, which on the map was marked 
QC 3394. These tools consisted of axes, spears, 
and knives, all of which were made from stones. 
- In front of Phoolan Cave a figure of a tiger was 
inscribed on the stone which the Khmu called 
Seua None Thang. 
- At Hin Kha Xang they inscribed the figure of a 
dog and its puppy. This picture shows us that 
the dog guarded its puppy with ardent care and 
in Lao Theung language it is called Makhangluk. 
At the time the administration of Lao Theung was 
divided into groups and into areas. Each would carry 
on his duties in his ar-ea of responsibilities and 
communication was very rare. In Na Le and along the 
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two banks of Namtha, the population was very dense. 
Their administration at the time was divided into five 
groups: 
1) Keomoungmuong = Complete authority in 
Administration, 
2) Phia Hao = Second in authority to Keomoungmuong 
and taking charge of general 
supervision. 
3) Raja = Authorized to give work assignments, 
and collect taxes, and call for labor when 
needed. 
4) Seneluang Ha Hmun = Administer in the matter 
of traditions and customs 
such as the worship of 
spirits. 
5) 
The Khmu administration at the time was very 
difficult for them since they did not have any alphabets 
and no one knew how to read and write. One other thing 
was that they seemed to live too far apart from each other. 
r y 
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When the natural law forced them to live in this way, 
they had to make up laws of their own to suit the natural 
laws that they had. For instance, if there was an 
important job that required people from other villages 
to participate, the chief of the village would send one of 
his assistants to call them. The messenger must have 
a sign to go with him. If there was an urgent and most 
important business, the messenger must take a stick 
with him at the end of which there was a mark. 
- If a charcoal was tied at the end of the stick it 
means that it was an urgent and most important 
matter. Anybody who saw a charcoal tied at the 
end of a stick would know that it was a matter of 
urgency and of most importance. Those being 
called would come to the callers at once and 
without stopping, that is they travelled day and 
night. 
- If there was a rubber band tied at the end of the 
stick, the matter was important, but the meeting 
was not so urgent. 
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- If there was a cock feather tied to the stick the 
matter was neither argent nor important, the 
person being called can come any time he liked 
to, bat he had to come. 
The administration of Lao Theong at the time in any 
place and at any area had the same principles. 
Becaase of ethnocentric differences, the Khma in 
Phookha area were divided into two groaps as follows: 
One groap believed in the spirits of their parents. 
They believed that their parents gave them birth and 
when their parents died they woald be born again as 
ghosts and that these ghosts woald protect them. 
Another groap believed in the ghosts of the jangles 
and moantains. They believed that jangles and 
moantains were dwelling places for the ghosts. The 
jangles and moantains gave them their lives and they 
coald live becaase of the jangles and moantains. When 
a groap of people or a family does something in two 
different ways, it is asaal that there woald be a conflict. 
This gave rise to ethnocentrism. When ethnocentrism 
existed it woald bring difficalties and combats concerning 
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customs. When war broke out those who won the war 
would stay and those who lost in the war would have to 
go away. For these two groups of Khmu it was the 
group that believed in the spirits of their parents who 
were defeated. So they had to leave Phookha. They 
migrated into Muong Nane (Thailand) by requesting to 
the King to become the population of Muong Nane. By 
becoming the citizens of Muong Nane they had to 
pay taxes to the King. As they were refugees, and on 
the state of being settle down in their new homes, the 
King of Muong Nane allowed them to pay only in bee 
wax; each must pay 3 baht (1 Kg = 12 baht). 
Because of anger and revenge, the refugeed Khmu 
requested some troops from the King of Muong Nane 
to attack Muong Phookha. From then on Muong Phookha 
and Muong Luangnamtha became two protectorates of 
Muong Nane. 
Then in 1827 a war broke out between Lao and 
Vietnamese. The Vietnamese attacked Muong 
Luangnamtha down to Phookha, and passed into Muong 
Nane. (At this time it was the reign of Chao Anou who 
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retrieved Independence from the Thai and Maong Nane 
was a protectorate of Vientiane). The Khmu in the 
area of Muong Nane were afraid of the Vietnamese, so 
they evacuated into a cave. Around that cave the Khmu 
set up stone traps to prevent the attack of the Vietnamese. 
When the Vietnamese learned that the Khmu had 
evacuated to that cave, they sent out a troop to follow 
them at once. The Vietnamese fell into the traps set 
by the Khmu and 100 persons died. So that cave was 
known as Klang Ching Hoi which means 100 stone traps 
(Klang = stone; Ching = trap setting; Hoi = 100). Then 
the Khmu informed the King of Muong Nane about their 
victory, but the King was not happy that they fought with 
the Vietnamese and did not accept them as citizens of 
Muong Nane any more. So the Khmu had to leave 
Muong Nane and settled down in Nampak Na Gnang in 
Luang Prabang. Then peace was restored to the country 
and the King of Muong Nane asked the Khmu to come 
back and live in Muong Nane as before, but they did not 
come because they were still resentful. Then they moved 
from Nampak Na Gnang to Phookha area again. 
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Then the country was attacked by the Ngieo from 
Xieng Khouang down to Phookha. When the King of 
Muong Nane learned that the Ngieo was attacking 
Phookha, he sent troops out to chase them away. The 
troops sent by the King of Muong Nane was commanded 
by the French. After the Ngieo there was war with the 
Koui. The purpose of the Koui in fighting was that they 
wanted to drive the French out of Laos. The weapons 
of the Koui were cross-bows. 
Then the Ko revolted against the French because 
of two reasons. 
- The Ko did not like the French recruitment. 
They did not want to be slaves to the French. 
They wanted the French to live by themselves 
and let the Ko live by themselves. They did not 
want the French to spend the money that they 
earned. 
- At that time Ton Boun (one who possessed 
supernatural powers) of the Ko was born. When 
Ton Boun was born, they had to fight in order to 
be the sole owner of the land. 
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The War of the Ko was carried on for three years. 
They fought from Muong Sing down to Xieng Kheng, 
Xieng Dao, Muong Meung through Ban Tonpheung. 
Their weapons were the naaking of snares, cross-bows, 
and fire-guns. When war broke out in Khoueng Houakhong 
the French sent out soldiers to suppress them. Most of 
the soldiers in this troop were Lao Theung, commanded 
by the French. They attacked the Ko from Ban Tonpheung 
to Muong Sing and then the Ko agreed to pay taxes to the 
French and were willing to do any kind of work that was 
required. 
Then in 1898 a leader of the Khmu named Duoi Sim 
(father-in-law? or grandfather? of the writer) who was 
a soldier under the French from 1898 to 1918, worked 
as a tax collector for the French in Khoueng Houakhong 
in the following areas: Muong Sing, Namtha, Muong 
Meung, Phookha, and Houei Sai. 
Then the Mu Seu revolted against the French because 
they did not want to pay taxes to the French. When the 
Mu Seu declared war the French assigned Duoi Sim to 
suppress them. The Mu Seu war exploded from Muong 
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Meimg down to Ban Pak Ngao. So Daoi Sim recruited 
soldiers from Phookha to Houei Sai and attacked the Mu 
Sea at Ban Pak Ngao, The Ma Sea was defeated and 
dispersed into the forest. 
Then in the year the French sent Daoi Sim 
down to Maong Meang to collect taxes, bat the people of 
Maong Meang refased to pay, so the French ordered 
the arrest of Nai Ban, Tasseng and other important 
persons to be imprisoned in Namtha. Daoi Sim coald 
not arrest the people so he asked for a French soldier 
to accompany him. When they arrived in Maong Meang 
the French threatened them to pay the taxes, if they 
refased the French woald execate them. So the people 
of Maong Meang agreed to pay bat they were sorry that 
the French had threaten them, so they went oat to 
ambash them as a revenge. The villagers of Maong 
Meang established themselves for the ambash at a brook 
called Nam Ma. The name Nam Ma was given to the 
brook becaase when the French led the Lao Theang 
soldiers commanded by Daoi Sim to the brook, the 
villagers of Maong Meang shot the French soldier; 
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he fell from his horseback and died at that place. So 
it was called Nam Ma. That Frenchman was called 
died in . 
In paying taxes to the French each person had to 
pay money in the amount of 7 Mon which equalled to 
9 Bee (silver money equals to 1 /10 of the ancient 
Indochina piastre). Those who had no money would 
have to sell their farm-land or houses so they could 
have the money to pay the French, otherwise they would 
be called by the French and worked for them for three 
months. Those who resisted would be imprisoned. 
Then there was World War II. The Japanese came 
to fight with the French from Sam Neua, Phongsaly to 
Namtha. The American government ordered the French 
to retreat and then asked the Chinese to allow the French 
soldiers to pass through their land. So when chased by 
the Japanese soldiers, the French and some Lao officials 
escaped into China. The French soldiers and some 
important Lao personalities arrived at Khoui Neung and 
boarded a plane from Khoui Neung to Culcutta, India. 
From there they went to Francy by ship. The Lao 
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included in that French group were His Excellency 
Tiao Kinnavong (he did not come back to his homeland 
and died in France), His Excellency Phoui Sananikone 
and Mr. Kong Noi Vanh from Luang Namtha, who went 
as far as Culcatta and then returned to Laos. Another 
group walked from Namtha, Muong Sing to Si Mao and 
went by car from Si Mao to Chianghai down to North 
Vietnam and-then back to Khoueng Houakhong. The 
Khmu included in this group were Gnapho Keut and Mr. 
Kong Ouan Noichay. 
After Japan was hit by the Atomic Bomb, the 
Japanese soldiers were called back to their country 
and three years later the French came into power 
again in Laos. 
In the province of Houakhong, there were three 
intellectuals: 1) Duoi Ngeun, 2) Kuan Choung, and 
3) Duoi Leng. They conscripted 1, 500 soldiers that 
included Khmu, Lu, and Luang Namtha people. Duoi 
Ngeun (Khmu) led 150 soldiers from Namtha and set up 
a camp at Houei Sai. Duoi Ngeun collected some clothes 
from the Khmu in Phookha area in order to support his 
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150 soldiers. When Duoi Ngean and his troop arrived at 
Hoaei Sai, a troop of 400 Ho soldiers were already-
established there (the camp for the Ho soldiers were at 
the Houei Sai market of today). The Khma soldiers 
set up a camp at another place (Ban Than Phasy = the 
house of a custom*s officer, of the present time). 
Three months later the Ho soldiers left Houei Sai. 
In 1949 the French returned to Ban Pak Tha 
and the French wrote a letter to Duoi Ngeun not to 
resist otherwise there would be some fighting. When 
Duoi Ngeun learned about this he led his 150 soldiers 
from Houei Sai and went to Muong Sing, but the Ho 
soldiers prevented them from entering Muong Sing 
and that they would shoot them if they resisted. The 
Lao Theung could not fight with the Ho soldiers because 
they had only 60 firearms. These 60 firearms were 
passed to them from the French. So the Lao Theung 
led by Duoi Ngeun decided to surrender to the French. 
From then on to 1952 the Khmu announced that the 
people should kill the animals with white skin or white 
hair such as white chickens, white rats, white dogs. 
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white buffaloes and white horses. Those in possession 
of these kinds of animals must kill them. Then the 
Khmu ordered the villagers that each and every house 
should cover its water tanks, and all the wells must 
have roofs because the evil spirits would put some 
poison in and the earth would be dark seven days and 
seven nights. 
This order came from Muong Xay and Na Moh areas. 
When the people learned about this they killed all white 
animals. Actually the white animals meant to be the 
French who had white skin. All these were the ideas of 
His Highness Tiao Souphanouvong in order to use the 
Khmu to instigate confusion for the French. When the 
French learned about this they conscripted soldiers in 
order to use them as a means of transportation from 
Namtha to Na Moh. The Lao who went with the French 
to suppress the Khmu at that time was Tiao Noi Silangka. 
When they arrived at Namtha they did not seem to see 
anything unusual at all, so they went back to Namtha. 
From then on the Khmu caused several minor 
disturbances in Muong Namtha. Their weapons were 
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not of anything to be afraid of because they used only 
strings. They said that they had small strings to tie 
small Lao (Lao Noi was meant for Tiao Noi Silangka). 
Then there was an intellectual named Lieutenant 
Keo who set up another troop, which was the last troop 
organized by the Lao Theung to suppress the French. 
This troop was called Suppression Troop (translated 
directly from Lao; could not understand the French 
word, not given in the dictionary). 
Then the Kingdom of Laos got its Independence 
under the administration of a Democratic system. 
At the present, the Khmu minority group is not 
inferior to any other minority groups in Laos. The 
Khmu can read and write and had good education and 
some of them are able to work as administrators. 
